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In 1958, an editor for the magazine High Fidelity changed the title of an article by
avant-garde composer Milton Babbitt from ‘The Composer as Specialist’ to ‘Who
Cares if You Listen?’. With this unauthorised change, the infamy of the musical
avant-garde was shoved right onto the sitting-room laps of audiophiles and sound
system buyers from middle class America – that is, the general musical public.
Since then, Milton Babbitt, who died in the same year this disk was recorded,
never lived it down. Scholars found the clash between modern composer and
audience an intriguing aesthetic problem. The audience simply saw Babbitt’s
article as self-indulgent elitism. But decades later, while the fight rages on as to
whether the art composer is actually obliged to serve up music that is approved
of by audiences, it is easy to forget another vital part of musical life. Composers
make demands of audiences and audiences make demands of composers, and
yet nobody ever seems to bother to ask what the performer likes!
Bothering to ask the performer is what the album you have in your hands is all
about. Konstantin Scherbakov has been asked to put together a program of
his own choice. This is certainly a rarity in the modern recording industry. And
when faced with a program such as that presented here, it is hard to see why
the opinions of performers are so often lost in the din of the art music industry.
A critical flick through the pages of Gramophone magazine reveals the demands
of the classical music marketplace: a strange interaction between consumers
and suppliers, a difficult economic marriage where sometimes it is hard to see
whether it is the audience dictating programs, or the industry giving the consumer
very little choice. Caught in the middle are often the performers, their talents
subjected to the demands of the market and the record companies. Between
providing a famous face to breathe credibility back into the umpteenth recording
of a Beethoven symphony and filling company catalogues with complete cycles
of works by composers, it is sometimes easy for the performer to find him- or

herself treated as little more than a skilled craftsman with minimal say in basic
questions such as program choice. What you hold in your hands is an album
where the performer has been given back a degree of artistic freedom.

A

An aspect of this recording that sets it apart from typical fare is the number
of transcriptions on the program. Transcription is the alteration of a piece of
music so that it can be played on a different instrument from that which the
composer intended. Seven pieces on this disk are transcriptions, made by six
transcribers: Siloti, Busoni, Thalberg, Friedman, Liszt and Kocsis. Recording
catalogues hardly brim with transcriptions, and yet the repertoire as we know
it could never had gotten off the ground without them. Take, for example, J. S.
Bach’s Das wohltemperierte Clavier. These pieces served as studies for players
before becoming staples of the modern piano repertoire after the 19th century
Bach revival. But they couldn’t have been written for the piano, simply because
the modern piano was not around in Bach’s time. The same goes for pieces by
Scarlatti, Händel, Telemann, and Vivaldi. Indeed, even the act of modernising
and improving instruments has resulted in quasi-transcriptions: old music being
performed on modern instruments, instruments that are quite foreign when
compared to the earlier versions with which composers were familiar. This sort
of thinking is the fundamental premise underlying the historically informed
performance movement, where music is played on the instruments that the
composer actually had in mind at the time of composition. However, transcribed
pieces retain their authorial identity. A Bach transcription is still a piece by Bach.
As a result, it is often the case that very little is said about the transcribers. In
what follows, an attempt will be made to remedy this.
One name that pianists know from transcriptions is that of Aleksandr Ilyich Ziloti

(or Siloti, 1863-1945), famous as both a conductor and a pianist. Siloti kept
illustrious company: he was a student of both Liszt and Nikolai Rubinstein on the
piano, and as a composer, received tuition from (amongst others) Tchaikovsky
and Taneyev. His professional career was spent in the cultural capitals of
Russia, having held positions at the Moscow Conservatory and a position at
the helm of an orchestra in St. Petersburg. After the First World War, Siloti left
Russia and took up a position at the Julliard School in New York. Siloti was
part of a musical generation who felt the full benefit of the introduction of
J. S. Bach to the repertoire by the Romantics, spearheaded most famously by
Mendelssohn. Nothing represents the historically vital acceptance of Bach better
than transcription. It is to the Klavierbüchlein für Wilhelm Friedemann Bach that
we turn for the first on this disk. The selection in question is a prelude known
by the number BWV 855a. The original key is E minor, but Siloti took the liberty
of shifting it to B minor, as well as moving the arpeggiated melody from the
left to the right hand. As it happens, nobody can complain that this tinkering
violated Bach’s own compositional ethics: the old Master himself recycled an
altered version of this piece as the tenth prelude in the first book of Das
wohltemperierte Clavier.
Ignaz Friedman (1882-1948), the second transcriber on our program, was also
a performer by profession. The Pole was one of the twentieth century’s most
revered virtuosos, and can be linked to another arranger on our program, Busoni,
with whom Friedman had masterclasses. Friedman was fond of playing works
by Bach and Domenico Scarlatti, and created many adaptations suitable for the
concert pianist. Presented here is Friedman’s version of what is probably the
single most famous piece by Christoph Willibald von Gluck (1714-1787), the ‘Dance
of the Blessed Spirits’ from the opera Orfeo ed Euridice. Originally scored with a
flute in the starring role, the piece is typical of Gluck’s triumphs as a composer.

Melancholy is here expressed in a masterpiece of subtle understatement. This is,
as renowned flautist James Galway noted, undeniably sad music; and yet, there
is beauty in that sadness. That this is so masterfully recreated on the piano is a
testament to both the transcriber and the skills of Konstantin Scherbakov.
Outright sadness in simple and pure form is merged with an otherworldly mysticism
in the ‘Lacrimosa’ from the Requiem, K. 626, by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (17561791). The transcription is by Sigismond Thalberg (1812-1871), who, like Friedman
and Siloti, was a virtuoso of the highest order. That his principal rival was Franz Liszt
should impress upon the reader his high status as a pianist. Thalberg also achieved
fame as a composer, but sadly his popularity has waned, and it is by his reputation
as a performer and transcriber that he is today chiefly remembered.
Mozart’s Requiem is a work that is difficult to characterise, and the oddness,
mysticism and tragedy expressed in it are brought into further relief by the
circumstances surrounding its composition. Mozart agonized over this mass for
the dead while on his own deathbed, assisted in dictation by Franz Süssmayr.
(Süssmayr would ultimately go on to add extensive finishing touches to the
work after the composer’s death.) Mozart was destined to a pauper’s grave, and
the Requiem has lived on as an immortal reminder of that tragedy. Thalberg’s
transcription leaves much to the performer, as did the original scoring of the
Requiem. The ‘Lacrimosa’ is one of the quieter choral moments in the work, but
it is not without peaks of intensity that must be exploited in performance.
One admirer of Thalberg was Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy (1809-1847). Unlike
Thalberg, Mendelssohn still holds an important place in the repertoire, but this
hasn’t prevented many of his works being met with derision. Distaste expressed
by critics should, as a rule, be treated with cool scepticism. Granted, the quality

of Mendelssohn’s output sometimes wavered, but are we being honest with
ourselves if we hold that the same is not true of Beethoven? Looking beyond
Mendelssohn’s music, it may be that his personal circumstances have resulted in
much resentment. Mendelssohn was not your typical Romantic. True, the death
of his sister led to an early and tragic demise for the composer. But up to that
point, Mendelssohn simply did not embody the stereotype of the tormented,
unappreciated and socially awkward Romantic artist. Mendelssohn was learned,
rich, talented, socially popular, had ample opportunity to travel, and had a legion
of adoring fans. These are hardly the attributes with which we associate the
neglected and tormented Romantic genius. As a result, smaller works such as
the Lieder ohne Worte (‘Songs without Words’), two of which have been chosen
for this program, have often come under critical attack. These attacks were no
doubt further fuelled by the fact that the pieces became extremely popular with
competent amateurs in the drawing rooms of bourgeois Europe – a situation
antithetical to the cult of virtuosity expounded by admirers of the Liszts and
Paganinis of this world. (Anti-Semitism, promoted unashamedly in the writings
of Wagner, didn’t help Mendelssohn’s cause much either.) Mendelssohn wrote
a total of eight volumes of Lieder ohne Worte, each volume being comprised of
six pieces. Op. 19 was the number assigned to the first of these books, written
between 1829 and 1830. The first edition of this collection uses the title ‘Melodies’
instead of ‘Songs without Words’; however, this was changed in later editions.
From this book, Konstantin Scherbakov has selected the first piece, in E major. The
fourth piece from the eighth and final book, Op. 102, in G minor, has also been
chosen. The seventh and eighth books were published posthumously (1851 and
1868 respectively), with the G minor piece having been composed around 1841.
Flanked on either side by the two Lieder ohne Worte is Liszt’s transcription of

one of Mendelssohn’s songs, Auf Flügeln des Gesanges (‘On Wings of Song’).
This provides the listener a magnificent opportunity to witness just how lyrical
and song-like the two Lieder ohne Worte are. Franz Liszt (1811-1886) was an avid
transcriber of pieces throughout his musical career. Doubtlessly, having spent
much of his earlier life as a concert pianist, transcription provided a useful source
of musical material for concerts. As a result, many of Liszt’s transcriptions, such
as those of famous symphonic pieces, were essentially virtuoso show-pieces.
Of a less superficial nature are Liszt’s transcriptions of songs by Mendelssohn
(S. 547), from which this version of Auf Flügeln des Gesanges has been chosen.
The collection of seven transcriptions was first published in 1840, and then
again (with revision) in 1874-75. The collection bears a dedication to Cécile
Mendelssohn, Felix’s wife. Mendelssohn had penned the original version of the
lied in 1835, and published it as part of his Op. 34 collection of songs. The
text is a musing on the power of music written by Heinrich Heine, described
in the nocturnal context so beloved by the Romantics. The transcribed version
maintains the lyricism of the original admirably.
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) is no stranger to pianists, and it is not surprising
that amongst his extensive catalogue of compositions many a pianist’s firm
favourites are to be found. Featured here is the Intermezzo No. 1 in E-flat major,
Op. 117. This work was composed in 1892 and saw publication as one in a set of
three similar pieces. This is a late composition, and doubtlessly a very personal
one: writing to his friend Rudolf von der Leyen, Brahms referred to the Op. 117
intermezzos as “lullabies for my sorrow”. These sentiments are further reflected
in the inscription that accompanied the piece featured here, lines translated by
Johann Gottfried von Herder into German from a Scottish folk ballad. Rendered in
English, the lines read: “Sleep softly my child, sleep softly and well! / It hurts my

heart to see you weeping”. The effect of a pensive lullaby is achieved musically
by the rocking back-and-forth of duple compound (6/8) meter.
Of course, when it comes to transcriptions, there is probably no better-known
name than Ferruccio Busoni (1866-1924). The mention of this name is a delight
to both pianists and theoreticians. He is probably most frequently performed
by pianists on account of the numerous transcriptions he made, despite having
himself composed some substantial works for the instrument. His appeal to
the latter breed of music-lover, the theorist, was in virtue of his Sketch of a
New Aesthetic of Music (1907). In this book, Busoni correctly predicted that
twentieth century art music would see the splitting of the octave into more than
12 semitones, as well as the use of electric instruments. Busoni was a constant
champion of everything new in music in not only his writings, but also his
performances. And a stupendous performer he was: having made his debut at the
piano at the age of seven, Busoni was conducting his own compositions by 12.
However, Busoni’s legacy is probably most often realised on stage because of his
love for transcriptions of music from the past. Busoni’s output of transcriptions for
piano was phenomenal. Anything was fair game: he transcribed works by Field,
Mendelssohn, Weill, and even Schönberg, in addition to works by the Baroque
masters. He transcribed symphonies, parts of operas, overtures, chamber music,
concertos, and even rearranged the piano pieces of masters such as Chopin. In
each, Busoni freely adapted the material to suit his favoured keyboard geography
and textural sonority. He also wrote librettos, was a skilled draughtsman, a noted
bibliophile, and an outspoken humanistic commentator on world affairs.
Busoni is represented in this program by a transcription of Bach’s prelude, Ich ruf
zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ, BWV 639. This piece forms a part of the Orgelbüchlein,
or ‘Little Organ Book’, a project that Bach embarked upon when he was the

organist in Duke Johann Ernst’s court at Weimar between 1708 and 1714. It
consists of preludes based on chorale melodies, for use before formal chorale
services began. There are 46 completed works in the Orgelbüchlein, but it was
planned to be substantially larger – the aim had been to provide preludes for all
services within the liturgical year. The Orgelbüchlein was not published by Bach,
but survived in private circulation amongst teachers, being passed down as far
as Mendelssohn before it came to public attention.
A pianist would have to have very strong aesthetic preferences not to count Franz
Liszt as a favourite. We have already encountered one of his Mendelssohn-lied
transcriptions on this program. Liszt’s own compositions are here represented
with two pieces, the third Consolation and the third and most famous of the
Liebestraum nocturnes. The Consolations (S. 172) were composed between 1844
and 1850, around the time when Liszt had finally accepted the offer of a post at
the court of the Grand Duke of Weimar, Carl Alexander. Vocational permanence
led to a renewed commitment to composition, replacing a career of constant
touring as a virtuoso performer. The source of inspiration for the six Consolations
was almost certainly literary. A cycle of poems called Consolations (1830), by
Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuve, is a possible candidate. More likely, however, was
another 1830 poem, by Alphonse de Lamartine, called Une larme, ou Consolation
(‘A tear, or Consolation’). De Lamartine’s poem was published as part of his
Harmonies Poétiques et Religieuses, which was the literary inspiration for Liszt’s
famous piano cycle of the same name. Incidentally, thematic material from the
third Consolation was later used in Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody No. 1, which was
being worked on at roughly the same time. The second of Liszt’s pieces elected
for this program is the best-known of the three Liebesträume, or ‘Dreams of
Love’ (S. 541). This collection also dates from the Weimar period of Liszt’s career,

having been published in 1850. The inspiration for these pieces was once again
poetry, with the third Liebestraum, in A-flat, being particularly influenced by the
perspective on love espoused in the poem O lieb, so lang du lieben kannst (‘Oh,
love, so long as you can’) by Ferdinand Freiligrath. The poem describes how
love, if it is true and lifelong, will ultimately end with mourning at a graveside.
A piece which is no stranger to transcription is the Vocalise, Op. 34 No. 14,
by Sergey Rachmaninoff (1873-1943). The version by Hungarian pianist and
conductor Zoltán Kocsis (b. 1952) is featured on this recording. The Vocalise is
one of the best-known pieces by Rachmaninoff, having become famous not only
in its original guise for voice and piano, but also in arrangements for wind and
string instruments. It was originally published in 1912 as the last of the 14 Songs,
Op. 34, bearing a dedication to the soprano Antonina Nezhdanova. This vocal
piece is remarkable in that there is no text – instead, the singer chooses a vowel
of her choice for the entire piece. The challenge for the pianist, then, is not one
of imitation, but rather of adaptation: what is required is to coax the lyricism that
is the reserve of vocal music out of what is essentially a percussive instrument.
Doubtlessly, this is a task in which Konstantin Scherbakov excels.
No pianist can claim ignorance of Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849). Chopin’s
contribution to Western art music stands at the centre of the piano repertoire, and
any interpretation of his masterpieces demands both subtlety in interpretation
and mastery of technique. From this body of work has been selected two of the
famous nocturnes, a genre borrowed from the Irish composer John Field but
arguably brought to its first great peak of perfection by Chopin. The first selection
is No. 20 in C-sharp, written in 1830, and dedicated to Chopin’s sister Ludwika.
The original intention behind this work was pedagogic, serving as a study so
as to better enable Ludwika in tackling her brother’s substantial Second Piano

Concerto. As a result, it was never turned over to the printing house, and only
saw posthumous publication some 26 years after Chopin’s death. The second
Nocturne on this program, written in E-flat, comes from the Op. 9 collection.
This collection is comprised of three nocturnes, written between 1830 and 1832,
when the Chopin was in his early twenties. Interestingly, this work is dedicated
to Camille Pleyel, the son of the famous piano builder Ignaz.
In contrast to the fine piano transcriptions of Busoni, Siloti, Friedman, Kocsis,
and Thalberg, it would seem that transcription to any instrument other than
the piano would not do justice to the musical ideas behind much of Debussy’s
output for the keyboard. Like Chopin’s, the works of Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
are so idiosyncratically written that it is hard to imagine them not being realised
on the instrument for which they were intended. Amongst the most famous of
all of Debussy’s piano pieces is the third movement of his Suite burgamasque,
the famous ‘Clair de Lune’. This title of the movement translates as ‘Moonlight’.
Like the title of the suite, it was gleaned from poetry by Paul Verlaine. Debussy
composed a version of the Suite burgamasque in 1890, but withheld publication.
Only after pressure from his publisher was a heavily revised version released
some 15 years later. Debussy was unhappy with various stylistic elements of
the original version of the composition, and even went so far as to change some
of the movement titles. ‘Clair de Lune’ was one of them – the original title was
‘Promenade Sentimentale’, a title which was also lifted off work by Verlaine.
From the centre of the repertoire we move toward (but certainly not beyond)
the periphery. The Russian Anatoly Konstantinovich Lyadov (1855-1914) is
remembered not only as a composer, but also as a teacher and conductor. Three
biographical facts are interesting about Lyadov. First, as an influential teacher, he
was instrumental in introducing the musical world Glazunov, and Glazunov to the

musical world; he also taught other notable musicians, such as Prokofiev. Second,
as a student, Lyadov had the dubious honour of being briefly suspended from
Rimsky-Korsakov’s composition class, on account of truancy. Despite this latter
episode, he went on to be a champion of Rimsky-Korsakov’s work. Third, and
perhaps most infamously, fabled ballet impresario Serge Diaghilev approached
Lyadov to write a ballet. Lyadov turned the offer down, as he was not confident
in his ability to complete it. This commission was none other than The Firebird,
which was turned into a monumental success by Stravinsky. Lyadov’s career as a
composer was perhaps hampered most by self-criticism and much compositional
inactivity – as a procrastinator he was notorious. This perhaps explains why his
oeuvre is dominated by smaller one-movement forms. He is best remembered
for several single-movement programmatic pieces for orchestra, among them
Baba-Yaga and Kikimora. His Prelude, Op. 11 No. 1, is to be performed on this
program. It is the first of his Three Pieces, composed in 1885, when he was a
theory teacher at the St. Petersburg Conservatory.
The second piece transcribed by Siloti to be featured on this program is an old
favourite of music lovers: Le cygne (‘The Swan’) from Saint-Saëns’s Carnival
of the Animals. Usually, mention of Camille Saint-Saëns (1835-1921) brings a
smile to the faces of both performers and listeners. The Organ Symphony, the
Danse Macabre, the opera Samson et Delila, and the concertos for piano and
for cello all have their esteemed places in the repertoire. Ironic it is, then, that
the work which is by far his most famous, The Carnival of the Animals, is the
one that Saint-Saëns shunned the most. Composed in 1886, Saint-Saëns was
convinced that widespread performance of the work would ruin his reputation
as a composer of serious music, and did what he could to prevent performances
of the work beyond its première. But he certainly didn’t hate it. In fact, he left

a specific proviso in his will that the work was to be performed freely after his
death. During his lifetime, however, the only movement that he would suffer to
have played in public was the famous Le cygne. Originally cast as a cello solo
with accompaniment from two pianos, Saint-Saëns musically depicted ripples
on the surface of water resulting from the graceful movements of a swan. So
popular did this piece prove that in 1905, long before the composer’s death, it
was choreographed by Anna Pavlova and Michel Fokine, becoming the musical
accompaniment for a danced version of Tennyson’s The Dying Swan.
Often associated with Lyadov are the group of Russian composers known as ‘The
Mighty Handful’, or ‘The Five’ (although Lyadov was not a member of this group
himself). One of the principal spiritual and artistic fathers of this group was the
esteemed Mikhail Glinka (1804-1857). As with Chopin, it is to the compositions of
Irish composer John Field that we must turn to find the inspiration for the Romantic
nocturne. Glinka, in fact, studied piano with Field, who had settled in St. Petersburg
in 1803. Glinka’s Nocturne in F minor, ‘La Séparation’, is probably not what one
would expect from a composer who came to inspire a group known by the adjective
‘mighty’. The Nocturne, composed in 1839, is a work of intimacy. While the piece
may have been written for Glinka’s sister Elizaveta, the collapse of Glinka’s marriage
around this time provides another possible inspiration for ‘La Séparation’.
This recording closes with a work by Franz Schubert (1797-1828), the Impromptu
in G-flat major, Op. 90 No. 3 (D. 899). It is notable that the program presented
on this disk contains no sonatas or sonata movements, but rather mostly standalone pieces. One of the paradoxes of Romanticism was a fascination with larger
forms, such as the solo sonata; yet at the same time, the intimacy of smallscale pieces was celebrated. Schubert stood at the forefront of both trends: he
simultaneously composed single-movement salon pieces and multi-movement

sonatas and symphonies, pushing artistic boundaries in both directions. But in
many of the smaller works can be found the kernels of genius that exploded
in the symphonies and sonatas. The Impromptus are such works. The eight
Impromptus are divided equally between two volumes, Op. 90 and 142. All eight
were written in 1827, the year before the Schubert’s death. From the first bars of
the G-flat Impromptu, one can hear Schubert’s trademark harmonic excursions,
taking the listener far from daily life into an intimate and veiled tonal world
whose logic is unknown, if only for a few chords. The melody, combined with a
rippling accompaniment that is both tender and turbulent at once, is an example
of Schubert at his best. This Impromptu had originally been written in G-flat, but
in a concession to amateur salon players, Schubert transposed it to the easier
key of G. The work is here presented in its original tonality.

A

The works on this program are not held together by historical circumstance
or some sort of common theme. They are held together by the fact that the
performer has seen it fit to place them together. Invested in this program has
been a commitment from a performer: a commitment to the love of music
for music’s sake. The program is held together by that thing missing from so
many modern recordings: a definitive and clear voice of the performer. This
personal selection by Konstantin Scherbakov flies in the face of the domineering
commercialisation of musical performance, that would have us believe that music
is nothing more than a commodity, something to trade and consume. What we
have here is not a case of the performer saying ‘Who Cares if You Listen?’. It is
rather a case of ‘Would you care to listen to me?’, and there is a great reward for
any listener that accepts Konstantin Scherbakov’s invitation.
Barry Ross

Konstantin
Scherbakov

With the recent release of the complete concerto works by Tchaikovsky,
Konstantin Scherbakov’s endless repertoire accomplishments continue to amaze.
A very special repertoire choice has formed the artist’s profile with the accent
on rarely performed and highly demanding virtuoso programs, often comprising
of works that were considered unplayable before. In co-operation with the
labels “Naxos” and “Marco Polo” Scherbakov has realized some of today’s
most unique and significant recording projects. Among them – complete piano
works by Leopold Godowsky, Respighi and Shostakovich, and complete piano
concertos by Tchaikovsky, Respighi, Medtner and Scriabin. The most recent and
highly acclaimed recording project was The Complete Beethoven Symphonies in
piano arrangement by F. Liszt. Many of these projects have found their way
onto the concert stage. For his cycle of the Complete Rachmaninoff’s works
Scherbakov gained recognition as the “Rachmaninoff of Today” (Lucerne Music
Festival). The two-evening program of the complete Preludes and Fugues
by Shostakovich at different venues, including the Salzburg Festival, was
enthusiastically met by both public and press (“One cannot play Shostakovich
any better!” Die Presse, Vienna).
Konstantin Scherbakov has given solo performances in 35 countries in Europe,
Far and Middle East, in the USA, New Zealand, and South Africa. He has played
in some of the most prestigious concert halls such as Philharmonic of Cologne,
Wigmore Hall London, Herkulessaal, Philharmonic and Prinzregententheater
Munich, Tonhalle Zurich, Liederhalle Stuttgart, Great Hall of the Moscow
Conservatoire, Beethovenhalle Bonn, new Congress-Hall Luzern, Concertgebouw
Amsterdam, Musikhalle Hamburg, St. Petersburg Philharmonic, Konzerthaus

“... one of the most capable,
daring and interesting
musicians of these days.”
Peter Cossé

Berlin, Rudolfinum Prague, Atheneum Bucharest, Casal Hall Tokyo, Victoria Hall
Singapore, Gewandhaus Leipzig and Konzerthaus Vienna.
He has been a guest to important international music festivals such as Salzburg,
Frankfurt, Bregenz, Bodensee, Lucerne, Klavier-Festival Ruhr, Bad Kissingen,
Schubertiade Feldkirch and Schwarzenberg, Singapore Piano Festival, Piano
Rarities Husum, Beethoven Festival Krakau and Warsaw, Lebanon Music Festival,
“Primavera concertistica” Lugano, Evian, Colmar, Liszt Festivals in Raiding and
Weimar, Piano Festival Lucerne, as well as - numerous festivals in Italy, France,
New Zealand, USA, Russia, and Switzerland.
Boasting a phenomenal concerto repertoire of over 50 concertos, Konstantin
Scherbakov performed as soloist with more than 60 orchestras, among others
with the Russian State Philharmonic, Moscow State Symphony, Moscow
Philharmonic, St. Petersburg Symphony, Stuttgart and Duisburg Philharmonic,
Tonhalle Orchestra, Philharmonics of the Nations, Munich Symphony, George
Enescu Philharmonic Bucharest, Weimarer Staatskapelle, Sofia Philharmonic,
Bach Collegium Munich, Montreal Symphony, New Zealand Symphony, Singapore
Symphony, Ukrainian and Lithuanian State Symphony Orchestras, Ulster
Orchestra and Wiener Kammerorchester. In 2002, he started his collaboration
with the Milan orchestra “I Pomeriggi Musicali” and Orchestra da Camera di
Padova. performing as a soloist and conductor.
Konstantin Scherbakov’s constantly growing discography comprises 34 CDs
featuring around 300 titles. Many recordings received prizes and awards such
as Preis der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik and the Cannes Classical Award. The

pianist was one of the first artists signed by EMI Classics for their Debut-Series.
In 1995 he became a “BBC International Artist”.
Born in Barnaul, Russia Konstantin Scherbakov made his debut with the
philharmonic orchestra of his native town at the age of 11, performing Beethoven
Piano Concerto No. 1. Soon after, he moved to Moscow to continue his musical
education at the Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatoire with the legendary professor
Lev Naumov. The triumphant winner of the Rachmaninoff Competition in 1983,
Konstantin Scherbakov performed with all the leading orchestras of the former
Soviet Union, and played recitals in more than 100 cities in all republics of
his native country. After winning an array of prizes at prestigious international
competitions (Montreal, Bolzano, Rome, Zurich), Scherbakov launched his
international career in 1990 at the XXth Chamber Music Festival of Asolo, where
he performed the complete Rachmaninoff’s works for piano solo in four recitals,
to the manifest approval of Sviatoslav Richter.
Since 1998 the pianist has been professor at the Zurich University of the Arts. He
has been a jury member in major international competitions (such as ARD Munich,
Busoni in Bolzano, Liszt in Weimar, Rio de Janeiro, Seoul and Havana) and he
regularly holds master classes all over the world (Germany, Italy, Switzerland,
New Zealand, Singapore, Cuba, Russia, South Africa, Japan). Many of his students
won prizes and awards at international competitions, including the – winners of
Chopin Competition in Warsaw and ARD in Munich.
Since 1992 Konstantin Scherbakov has lived with his family in Switzerland. He
spends much of his time in Spain and in Russia.
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2:59 Prelude in E minor, BWV 855a (arr. A. Siloti)
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

2

3:26 Dance of the Blessed Spirits from the opera Orfeo ed Euridice (arr. I. Friedman)
Christoph Willibald von Gluck (1714-1787)

3

3:10 Lacrimosa from the Requiem, K. 626 (arr. S. Thalberg)
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)

4

2:58 Lied ohne Worte Op. 19 no. 1 in E Major
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy (1809-1847)

5

3:09 “Auf Flügeln des Gesanges” Op. 34 no. 2 (arr. F. Liszt)
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy (1809-1847)

6

2:17 Lied ohne Worte Op. 102 no. 4 in G Minor
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy (1809-1847)

7

4:40 Intermezzo No. 1 in E-flat major, Op. 117
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)

8

3:38 Ich ruf zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ, BWV 639 from Orgelbüchlein (arr. F. Busoni)
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

9

3:58 Consolation S172 no. 3
Franz Liszt (1811-1886)

10 4:08 Nocturne S541 no. 3 “Liebestraum”
Franz Liszt (1811-1886)
11 6:06 Vocalise, Op. 34 No. 14 (arr. Z. Kocsis)
Sergey Rachmaninoff (1873-1943)
12 3:43 Nocturne No. 20 in C sharp minor, Op. posth.
Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849)
13 4:08 “Clair de Lune” from Suite Bergamasque
Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
14 3:08 Prelude, Op. 11 No. 1
Anatoly Lyadov (1855-1914)
15 2:34 “Le cygne” from Carnival of the Animals (arr. A. Siloti)
Camille Saint-Saëns (1835-1921)
16 4:02 Nocturne in F minor, ‘La Séparation’
Mikhail Glinka (1804-1857)
17 4:07 Nocturne No. 2 in E flat major, Op. 9, No. 2
Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849)
18 5:57 Impromptu in G-flat major, Op. 90 No. 3 (D. 899)
Franz Schubert (1797-1828)

Total: 68:53

